
Team Roles

• moderator
• actor
• bartender/server
• 2–3 test subjects

Moderator Script
Thanks for coming. We have designed a concept for a new, interactive bar experience. The overall concept 
deals with using an interactive tabletop to play games. For the purposes of this test, we have put together a 
rough approximation of how one of these games might work. 
What we would like you to do is pretend that you are at a bar with friends. There are some basic game 
mechanics that will help you understand how this particular game is played.

You will each have a character that you move around the table. Each character has a special power based on 
their home terrain.

• Beach Terrain: ability to swim
• Flatland Terrain: ability to sprint for short distances
• Forrest Terrain: ability to pass through forest fires
• Mountain Terrain: ability to climb/rappel steep surfaces

Scattered about the table are several natural resources, depicted here as small white legos.

In Competitive Game Play:
Your goal is to collect three of these natural resources and take them to the temple that is across from your 
starting position.

In Cooperative Game Play:
Your goal is to collect all these natural resources as a team and take them to the central temple.

During your journey across the map you will encounter various obstacles in the form of natural disasters, 
enemies, and items on the table.  If one of these obstacles attacks you, you will lose one resource that you 
have collected.  If you have no resources at the time of the attack, you must return to your base and start 
again.  Glasses on the table can be used to trap an opponent or enemy.  By placing your glass on top of a 
opponent they will be trapped until you move your glass.

In addition to natural resources, you will also find power-ups located around the map.  Each of these contains a 
special skill you can use either to protect yourself or to attack an enemy.

• Orange Power-Up: burrowing (allows you to get out from under glass)
• Brown Power-Up: double jump (allows you to jump over rivers/chasms)

Your movement around the map may, at times, be hindered by the natural terrain. 

• Rivers can only be waded through if they are narrow.  Otherwise you must have the swimming ability or find 
a bridge or a double jump power-up that allows you to cross the river.

• Mountains are too steep to climb unless you have the climbing ability.  Otherwise you must walk around 
them.

• Chasms can only be crossed with the double jump power-up.  Otherwise you must walk around them.

Actor - lead toward social



• speak frequently
• try to engage other players in conversation
• focus on conversation but not to the point of frustrating others; try to keep the flow natural

Actor - lead toward gameplay

• speak infrequently, unless you are speaking about the game
• focus on playing the game
• pretend you are playing a board game or a video game with friends

Bartender/server

• during one game for each group, approach the table and ask the players if they would like a drink


